We review the Cini-Sawatzky approach to the line shape analysis of Auger CVV transitions, in its basic and original formulation. Then, several extensions of the theory are reviewed, namely the inclusion spin-orbit coupling, dynamical / plasmon screening, overlap effects, off-site interactions, the treatment of disorder and the formulation for partially filled bands. We conclude by highlighting what we consider to be future directions in the field.
Introduction
may exhibit a competition between itinerant and localized behavior. The presence of a localized (core) In the atomic Auger decay [1, 2] , a deep electron level in the CVV Auger matrix element means that vacancy (hole) recombines with an outer electron, the lineshape should actually give information about with a second electron ejected in the energy conthe local distribution of valence levels, specifically tinuum. The information potential of this process is about the two-hole local density of states, 2LDOS. probed by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES).
This information can be most efficiently extracted if Compared to atomic ones, solid state Auger transiwe can compare experimental data with calculated tions may introduce qualitatively new features since electronic properties, e.g. band structure calculations, core levels are to a good approximation the same as theoretical density of states, etc. In the earliest model in isolated atoms, but valence ones are significantly of Auger line shapes developed by Lander [3] within different. So, transitions involving two valence holes the band theory of solids, the Auger spectrum is in the final state, so-called Core-Valence-Valence proportional to the self-convolution of the density of (CVV) transitions, render the theoretical description occupied states. However, Powell [4] pointed out more difficult than in atoms since the valence holes that experimentally this description was qualitatively good in some cases but totally failed in other instances, when the spectrum presented sharp were proposed [5, 6] shapes; eventually they were superseded by the elements, the spectrum depends on D(v), the twosimilar approaches of Cini [7, 8] and Sawatzky [9] hole local density of states (2LDOS). Let u0↑0↓l be which provided a satisfactory explanation of the the state of two holes with opposite spin at the site experimental CVV Auger Spectra of transition metals where the Auger transition occurs (the Auger site, with closed valence bands [10, 11] . The CS model / for short). In the Cini model, theory (from now onwards referred to as CSM or D(v) 5 k0↑0↓ud(v 2 H )u0↑0↓l CST) allows to understand the phenomenology involving band-like, atomic-like and intermediate One finds band-like structures are predicted and observed [10, 11] in the same spectrum. For high U /W (atomic-
3) like case) the Auger line shapes are so close to the 1 2 UG v sd 0 free-atom spectra that they are labeled by LSJ terms and levels. Later, the two-hole resonances were with found to be important for understanding the stimu-
mechanism [12] .This intuitive approach proved to be v 2 v92i0 2f exible enough to allow the extensions needed for the comparison with experiment in a variety of N(v) is the self-convolution of the non interacting situations. Plasmon satellites, off-site interactions, one-body Local Density of States (1LDOS), and interatomic overlaps, and disorder effects, which carries the band structure information. The key were outside the original scope, were successfully quantity, fully determining the transition from bandincluded, gaining clear insight in the experiments.
like (U |0) to atomic like regimes is the ratio U /W The extension to incompletely filled bands is dif- (Fig. 1) , with W the bandwidth. For low U /W, the ficult, but important partial success has definitely line shape is close to the self-convolution of the local been achieved. While ab initio calculations are being one-hole density of states; on increasing U /W, the developed for small molecules [13] (see however shape is distorted until for a critical value of the [14] for a specific case from solid state) we wish to ratio, two-hole resonances appear, that correspond to outline here the development of the present, semiempoles of G(v). For U /W exceeding a critical value, a pirical approach which is valuable in complex / novel pole occurs in G(v) and a resonant state develops situations (especially where qualitative issues still outside the band continuum. need to be addressed), thus paving the way to more quantitative treatments.
CSM: the basic version
A treatment of correlations for closed bands was introduced in [7, 8] in terms of an Anderson Hamiltonian; then, a Hubbard Hamiltonian approach was proposed in [9] . The relation between the two approaches was clarified in [15, 16] . Besides matrix The Auger spectra, like the photoemission ones, finite width, due to various decay mechanisms [17] .
commonly show plasmon satellites and asymmetric For a periodic system in the Hubbard / Sawatzky loss features due to electron-hole pair excitations; formulation, the resonance also acquires a dispersion these are known as final-state effects. Electron-hole width since the holes hop together as an exciton-like excitations can be bosonized and treated as oscilstate. The split-off states, spatially localized on the lators like the plasmons. The relative intensity of the site of the Auger decay are the sharp features seen in first plasmon satellite is clearly related to the probatomic-like spectra. In comparisons with the experiability that the Auger electron leaves the solid with ment, one needs to include band degeneracy [7, 8] one plasmon excited. The excitation is due to the and, for heavier elements, the Spin-Orbit Interaction coupling of the plasmons to the local charge at the [18] . Then, in the Cini model, H becomes Auger site, which is suddenly changed by the transition. The valence holes, in turn, feel the potential of the boson modes in the system and F , F Slater's integrals (in solids, F is largely rescaled, shifted replicas of the main line, and the 2 4 reduced but F , F keep approximately their atomic main line is deformed by the dynamical interaction values [19] ) and uSLJMl is the two hole state at the with the plasmons. Also, in most the Auger literaAuger site. In the intermediate coupling (IC) ture, U is a screened repulsion, corresponding to the scheme, different total J channels decouple, and one limit of static screening: in a broader contest, dygets a matrix problem for each J, mixing only the namical screening effects would naturally appear in a appropriate SL components. The Auger spectrum One
Step Model treatment, (see Section 7 below). In A(v) is then given by [18] a Two-Step-Model, TSM scheme, the effect of plasmons on the lineshape was studied in [20] , where 1 Hamiltonian is Green's operator; since
basis (1 is the unity matrix)
where H is a tight-binding model; the plasmons
and their interactions are contained in sd 
consistently with the core-limit of the theory.
In [20] a diagrammatic analysis was performed for ] ]
oe oe
the Auger propagator, starting from a fully relaxed core-hole state for the Auger decay (this is the The excitation amplitudes are first obtained in content of the TSM, which is correct for a long-lived Fourier space; i.e. one starts with core hole). The full diagram expansion is rather where the plasmon field is represented by a single
51B , effective mode, and the Hamiltonian becomes:
where P 5 o nn, g 5 og . One obtains the
n p static (fast-plasmon, or narrow-band) limit of the one finally gets, after some algebra, theory by averaging the boson operators on the fully relaxed coherent state for the instantaneous two hole
nm n nm n21m n 1 1 m configuration. In this limit, we get an effective hamiltonian Solving this, one obtains the off-diagonal amplitudes 2 in terms of the diagonal ones: 
Eventually, the diagonal terms are obtained:
In the uQrl basis, H assumes the form: This 'dynamical' treatment may have a non-trivial
effect on the lineshape due to the additional energy Q channel now available: variations of the plasma By translational symmetry, the most general twofrequency v , the interaction U and bandwidth W, 
z 2 HN Q and has been applied to the Auger spectrum of (4.6) Graphite [22] , and Ag [23] , generalizing the method to degenerate bands; g and v are obtained from
where g is given by Eq. (4.6) for H 50, and
rr9 ri fixes the energetics of the spectrum and its line-shape ij simultaneously, and that U /W is the only characteris-1
and Ag [23] showed that using U as an Q adjustable quantity, an optimization of the theoretical
line-shape resulted in poor energy alignment with experiment and vice-versa. This behavior was underThe approach, rephrased in terms of a non-Hermistood in terms of the Off-Site Interactions (OSI), tean effective Hamiltonian, amounts to solve the which are neglected in the CST [25, 26] . The concept two-holes dynamics in an infinite system by a matrix that the OSI may affect the line-shape was first inversion in an 'interaction cluster', whose size discussed in [27] for molecules; similar ideas were depends on the range of the potential. For two holes later applied to solids [28] on a semiempirical basis.
with parallel spins, the lineshape depends only on We reproduce here our exact treatment of the OSI in U(r±0). One qualitatively new feature compared to the Extended Hubbard Model EHM [29, 30] . For a the CST is that a general U(r), produces several general interaction U(r), the Hamiltonian reads resonances in the 2LDOS instead of one; this reflects the fact that long ranged potentials may have many
bound states as illustrated in Fig. 2 (adapted from
[30]), where the interaction values are truncated after 2 lattice parameters (the nonzero values are shown in † † n 5 aa, n 5 aa
The dashed line is the non-interacting line shape and E(k) are the Bloch energies of a non-degenerate (2LDOS band-edge56V, V5hopping parameter). In band. If uR, R1rl is the ket with the up spin hole at the interacting case (solid) all the structures are R and the down spin hole at R1r, we can go to a split-off; the delta function in the simpler CST mixed picture uQrl where Q is the center-of-mass solution for no OSI is also shown (bar). In travelling wavevector, via the transformation the crystal, the particles are delocalized within a r ] 21/2 2iQ(R1 ) distance r # 2a. To qualitatively highlight the effect
Q of OSI in Auger spectra, in Ref. [29] an independent Early theoretical work on the Si L VV line shape 23 neglected the hole-hole interaction and was based on semi-empirical tight binding (SETB) calculation of the local DOS [32] [33] [34] . The experimental spectrum was clearly band-like, and consisted of ss, sp and pp regions; the non-interacting theories gave a rough overall agreement, except that they predicted an excessive sp intensity at about 15 eV binding energy. The SETB density of states can also be used to set up the CST line shape, but one finds that including interaction effects does not improve the situation, and the exaggerated build-up of sp intensity remains there. Since the CST works well for transition metals, we argued [35, 36] that the difficulty with covalently bonded solids [37] must arise from its neglect of the overlap between atomic orbitals f ¢ R,L ¢ at different sites R; L stands for the set of angular momentum quantum numbers. Accordingly, we pro- original CST. ¢ Accordingly, if R 5 0 is the site of the Auger decay, we must continue using the orbitals f to 0L compute the Auger and U matrix elements, and the multiplet analysis was performed for Ag and Au, projected DOS matrix is also defined in terms of f . . Such a basis is provided by thë shifts for the two LSJ terms. The overall effect of Lowdin orbitals [38] arranging the atomic orbitals in OSI was (a) an energy shift between the two particle a row vector F(r) we have local density of states as calculated in the OSI theory where S is the atomic overlap matrix. This basis is with the CST shapes already agreeing well with not uniquely determined; in particular, we may experiment. This showed that the EHM extension of consider any unitary matrix V commuting with the CST provides a more general framework, expectedÄ OREP, and build the alternative Lowdin set to be especially relevant in system where screening is not very effective (ionic compounds, oxides,
L L disordered systems) or can be varied in a controlled way [31] . Considerations about a multiple-band OSI it is clear that the transformation V affects the formalism for comparison with experiment, and a Hamiltonian in such a way that its eigenvalues and review of early use of OSI in Auger spectroscopy, symmetry properties remain unaltered. The tight can be found in [30] .
binding model Hamiltonian H is parametrized in such a way to fit the energy bands of the solid as closely as possible, but this gives us no information at all about V. In other terms, an unknown matrix V relates the basis set used to calculate the Auger and the screened Coulomb matrix elements to the one used to calculate the local DOS. This matrix, however, can be modeled and observed by fitting the experimental spectrum.We took the matrix V sucḧ that each Lowdin orbital is multiplied by a different phase factor of the form exp [ia] , where a is a real number.
In the case of the valence shell of silicon, the phase factor between s and p orbitals is to be determined. We obtained a continuous set of parameterisations for H multiplying all the sp SETB parameters of Papaconstantopoulos-Economou, PE [39] , by the factor exp[ia]. We performed a comparative analysis of both the Si-L VV and Si-KVV Auger 23 experimental spectra versus a. The atomic multiplets were considered as is usual in the CST but the weak spin-orbit coupling was neglected for simplicity. The Auger matrix elements and the free-atom 0 Coulomb matrix U were computed from [40] . A Auger spectra have been normalized dividing the intensity by the
A constant background was subtracted from experimental spectra. Auger electron energy loss and experimental broadening were approximately incopies. They lead to a fuller characterization of the cluded in the theoretical spectra, by convoluting with system in the SETB method. back scattered electron spectra with primary energy 300.1 eV for LV V and 1991.6 eV for KVV spectrum. 23 In Fig. 3 we present our best fits obtained using only 6. Alloys and disorder experimental [41] and theoretical work [42] was the ss and sp components in the KVV more than in performed on the Auger spectra of alloy systems. the spectrum. We stress that the inter-atomic phase Interpreting experiments of many interesting alloys, factors are now measured quantities, that can in for example those made of transition metals, may principle be observed by several other spectrosrequire the simultaneous account of correlation and disorder. A review of the theory of Auger spectra from disordered / concentrated alloys in terms of the Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA) is in [43] [44] [45] , whilst we refer to [46] [47] [48] for the dilute case. This latter case is very important, since in this category fall systems which may exhibit complex ground-state (notably, Kondo-) behaviour [49] . In [50] , a numerical approach to the Auger lineshape for disordered systems was considered, especially suitable for those exhibiting a 'conventional' ground state. The model is a single band SC superlattice, r-mesh, and the unit supercell is a cubic array of (Fig. 4) that even the 1LDOS understood in Fig. 5 ). disorder and alloying, since in homogeneous solids, the local approximation improves for larger U /W ratios. On the contrary, for U 54, Fig. 5b , the B agreement is worse than for U 52, Fig. 5a . De-B localization process like AA (same site)→ AB or BB9 are not properly accounted in b, g. This was already noticed in [53] and labeled as 'dissociative broadening' and recently re-investigated in [54] . To qualify better the role of disorder in such processes, further investigation are currently being carried, in terms of an improved approach for significantly larger cells (1000-2000 sites).
Open band problem
For open valence bands, no narrow atomic-like peaks exist, since any resonance has plenty of manybody states to decay. Since the system has many degrees of freedom the problem gets hard unless some parameter is small. One relatively simple case closed-band theory can be extrapolated [55] . A diagrammatic analysis shows that correlation and latter is a local approximation with respect to the shake-up effects factor out in first-order in n ; then h supercell lattice (the dynamics is exact within the we may go ahead by the two-step model, which 216-atom supercell) while b is a local approximation neglects any coherence effect between creation and at the site level (then worse than a) and g (clearly decay of the core-hole. incorrect but computationally very simple and useful for the discussion) uses single particle averaged 7.1. Two-step approach for n <1 h propagators. In both panels of Fig. 5 a, b , g agree well, but some discrepancies are left: they are mainly Thanks to the above mentioned factorization of due to the quality of the local approximation percorrelation and shake-up, the XPS and Auger spectra formed (a describes well the amount of delocalizacan be computed from the equilibrium one-body and tion the two-holes achieve starting from an Auger / two-body propagators S v and G v . Galitzkii [56] sd sd correlation-induced localised state). This delocalisahas shown how to sum the dominant contributions to tion is underestimated by the more drastic local the diagrammatic expansion in the low density approximation in b (site A, Fig. 5a ). The problem approximation LDA. The theory for S v led us to sd also shows in homogeneous systems, notably with the explanation of the high energy satellites seen in off-site interactions. To a minor extent, b and g valence photoemission from Ni and other transition differ between themselves as well: a further, small metals; they arise from two-hole resonances. The broadening is introduced by the average over A sites dominant diagrams of the perturbation expansion of in b, not present in g. Discrepancies at A sites reduce G v are just the same ladder diagrams which sd greatly for higher U /W values in Fig. 5b . A large provide the exact solution for n → 0. This gives a h disagreement is observed at site B, Fig. 5b . (in Fig.  satisfactory explanation of the Auger spectra for 5a, site B, the agreement is good).
n¯0.1, which includes interesting cases like Ni h
The explanation involves directly the effect of [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] , Pd bulk [18] , Pd in finely dispersed form [64] and Cu / Pd alloys [65] . The case in [64] is very it is equivalent to keeping only those diagrams that amusing, since one can tune the band filling (and a remain in the closed-band limit. For closed bands, metal-insulator transition) by the cluster size and the one-body propagators of Eq. 
8. Two and three-body propagators Here, G is an operator which produces virtual Auger transitions and is approximated by a c-number; core Since (7.11) is much harder to calculate than and free-electron operators have already been aver-G v , recently we proposed [78] a simple approach sd aged out; the m,m9 summations run over a complete in the spirit of the BLA where a new approximation set of valence states. Since this results is still too called Core Approximation was introduced and involved for our purposes, we proposed [71, 72] that tested with exact results from cluster calculations. the complete set summations are largely exhausted This should allow to extend the analysis to several by summing over just two orthogonal states, namely, transition metals, giving at least a qualitative underunrelaxed and relaxed ground states ucl and ufl.I n standing of their spectra, which is currently a difthis scheme, the Auger spectrum also has two main ficult task. In order to properly evaluate the results relaxed and unrelaxed contributions. The unrelaxed one should bear in mind that currently even for G v sd contribution arises from uml 5 um9l 5 ucl and can be we have reliable recipes only for n less than h expressed in terms of the two-hole Green's function¯0 .25. This problem involves one more body and G v . The relaxed contribution arises from uml 5 sd highly excited states of interacting systems; even the um9l 5 ufl, and is proportional to qualitative features of the solution are often quite an
Experimentally, one can single out the relaxed 8.1. Ladder approximation to the three-body contribution by fixing the photoelectron energy in an propagator Auger-Photoelectron Coincidence Spectroscopy (APECS) experiment, [73] [74] [75] [76] where the Auger
The Bare-Ladder Approximation to G v (Section sd electron is detected in coincidence with the photo-7) is readily extended to the two-holes-one-electron 999 electron responsible of the core hole creation. Fixing G abgg b a ; t; however, summing the Bares d
in the strong coupling case, when localised two-hole The sums run over the complete set. In this way, resonances develop. This is appealing, since the introducing a fictitious X interaction vertex, along strong coupling case is the hard one, while at weak with the true one, every time-dependent diagram of coupling practically every reasonable approach the BLA is cast in a convolution form like (7.5), yields similar results. Ours is a physically motivated, which is simplified by a Fourier transform. Sure, the simple approximation. We validated it by testing its infinite summations (one for each X interaction) are a results with exact results for its validation. high price to pay for that. Physically, in the spirit of the CST, we may expect that only the sites which are 8.3. Summing the three-body ladder closest to the Auger site give important contributions to the summations, and we can actually work with a By the Core Approximation (CA) one can comlimited g set. Larger sets systematically lead to more pute all kinds of ladder diagrams, to all orders. The precise results, at the cost of more computation. If partial sum of the series that one obtains in this way you wish, this is a particularly efficient way to is referred to as Core-Ladder-Approximation (CLA); discretize the algorithm.
since both interactions are local at the Auger site only local spin-orbitals appear in the Eqs. and we 8.2. Core-approximation can drop the notation al, bl,.... At the first interaction time each of the three bodies can enter In the simplest approximation, the summation is the X vertex, so there are three distinct contributions limited to the local states g . In this way the X vertex to the CLA at each order (Fig. 7) ; the contributions l becomes local like the dot vertex; however some actually become six because each must be antisymmetrised with respect to the two incoming holes. In Fig. 7 the black box represents G ; the X on 3 the top left corner represents the X vertex for an incoming particle or hole. This is a closed system of equations for the local components of G . The first term on the rhs repre-3 sents free propagation; the next introduces the effects of hole-hole interaction; the others come from electron-hole interactions and convey information on the screening effects due to the electronic cloud CLA in such severe conditions is still in qualitative agreement with the results of the exact calculation. The performance of the CLA does not break down as quickly with increasing U as weak-coupling approaches tend to do, but remains fairly stable. The main reasons for this success are: (1) that electrons and holes are treated on equal footing, allowing a realistic treatment of screening (2) the theory becomes exact at weak coupling but also in the opposite limit of narrow bands (which is actually the core limit). (3) In all cases we find that the Herglotz feature which is not easily obtained for approximate three-body propagators. Our theory explains the which forms as a response to the deep electron apparent negative-U behaviour: increasing the interionization.
action U, the main peak shifts towards lower binding The deep hole attracts a screening electron that energies; this is a consequence of the interaction of can be directly involved in the Auger decay; locally, the screening electron with the two Auger holes. We such processes leave the system with one hole in the remark that a high enough n is necessary to build up h final state. The presence of an one-body contribution a localised screening cloud. This is why the negain the Auger spectra from transition metals like Ti or tive-U behavior is observed in the early transition Sc has been pointed out [69, 71, 72] . In the present metals, but not in the late ones. scheme, this arises from the spin-diagonal components G abg, g 9b9a9; t , (with s 5 s and so on); s d
